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Visualization of Processed 
Trajectory Data
Seth Miller – University of Utah 
https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/
INRIX Trajectories: 2.3 Million Trips 
Capturing 3% of Trips Crossing UDOT 
Sensor Stations
Waypoint Heatmap
Salt Lake City Inflow and Outflow
With a Whole Population of Trips
 Calculate AADT 
(Average Annual 
Daily Traffic)
 Estimate vehicle 
delays varied 
spatiotemporally
 Measure impacts of 
special events on 
traffic patterns





From Sample to Population:
Just Add a Column to File from INRIX
 We compare to baseline model from MIT – ICWG (Iqbal, Chodhurry, Wang, 
and Gonzalez)
Count of a 
Single INRIX Trip
Estimated Count of 









Salt Lake Weber 32 31
Salt Lake Davis 31 30











Example Salt Lake Weber 1:25 pm 31














1. Make estimated counts close 
to ground truth














































γ (Higher γ = Higher Overfitting 
Penalty)
Tuning Overfitting Parameter 

























































Looking to the Future: Other States and 
Other Granularity
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